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Abstract

What is the impact of the gender pay gap in academia over the course of a career and retirement? To quantify this impact, we used a Canadian post-secondary institution as a case study and simulated the effects of the reported difference in salary across multiple academic career trajectories. A starting wage gap of less than $9,000 resulted in a $300,000–$400,000 gender wage gap over the course of a career, and a further $148,000–$259,000 gender pension gap, for a total gender pension and wage gap of $454,000–$660,000, depending on the rank achieved. Thus, focusing on gender gaps in salary alone leads to a substantial underestimation of the long-term effects of the gender gap.
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Introduction

Despite recent movements to rectify the prevailing gender wage gap, men consistently make more money than women for the same work, a pervasive problem that spans professions and specializations. Although a number of universities have made strides toward closing the gap in their respective institutions (e.g., at the University of Manitoba; see Shirle, 2019), more work is needed to not only eliminate such disparities but to address the consequences of such differences over time. Although ample literature documents the substantial gender wage gaps in Canadian universities (e.g., Canadian Association of University Teachers [CAUT], 2018; Doucet et al., 2012; Gatto et al., 2018; Momani et al., 2019), as has research in institutions elsewhere (e.g., Currie & Hill, 2013), few have researched the extent to which such gaps impact professors’ pension benefits over the life

Résumé

Quel est l’impact de l’écart salarial entre les hommes et les femmes en milieu universitaire au cours d’une carrière et à la retraite? Pour quantifier cet impact, nous avons réalisé une étude de cas sur un établissement d’enseignement supérieur canadien et avons simulé les effets de la différence déclarée de salaire à travers de multiples trajectoires de carrière à l’université. Un écart salarial initial de moins de 9 000 $ a ainsi engendré un écart salarial entre les sexes de 300 000 $ à 400 000 $ au cours d’une carrière ainsi qu’un écart de 148 000 $ à 259 000 $ à la retraite, pour un écart total de 454 000 $ à 660 000 $ entre les sexes pour le salaire et la retraite combinés, selon le rang atteint. Ainsi, la considération des écarts entre les sexes sur la base du salaire seulement mène à une sous-estimation substantielle des effets à long terme de la disparité entre les sexes.
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course. The purpose of this study is to not only examine the long-term effects of the gender pay gap, but also differences in pension earnings by gender, using a case study of a Canadian post-secondary institution.

Background

In 2018, in Canada, women employees between the ages of 25 and 54 earned $4.13 less than their male counterparts per hour; meaning that for every dollar earned by men that year, women earned $0.87. This translated in 2018 into an average real hourly wage rate of $26.92 for women and $31.05 for men (employees aged 25 to 54), a 13.3% difference based on gender (Pelletier et al., 2019). Data from 2017 indicate that men made on average $59,200, while women made $40,600; a difference of $18,600 (alternatively, the median salary in 2017 was $33,400 for women and $47,500 for men; a difference of $14,100). Although, on the whole, the wage gap between men and women has narrowed over the years, women continue to earn less money than men despite having higher levels of educational attainment (Moyser, 2019). Nascent research emerging since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic suggests, however, that the health crisis may in fact be exacerbating existing gender inequalities, including gender pay gaps, specifically among parents of school-aged children (Qian & Fuller, 2020).

In Canadian publicly assisted universities, the gender wage gap doggedly persists, irrespective of the measures employed to meaningfully tackle it. CAUT (2018) found that full-time women professors, who accounted for 44% of the professoriate in 2015, earned 10% less than what men earned; the gap is larger still, at 17.5% (i.e., $110,713 in average earnings for university instructors who were men relative to $91,366 for women). Disparities exist not only along gender lines, but also along those of race and ethnicity (Li, 2012). The gap is deepest for racialized women, who earned only $0.68 on the dollar (a difference of 32%) relative to the dominant group (non-racialized, non-Indigenous men), according to the most recent census data (CAUT, 2018). In terms of senior academic administrators, Mang (2019) found that the wage gap is not only attuned to gender, but also to profession or discipline, with those in the health sciences, law, and social work earning between 12 to 33% more than administrators specializing in liberal fields in the social sciences and humanities.

Notwithstanding the corpus of research that has accumulated on the gender wage gap in universities over decades, the implications of this gap continue to be substantially underestimated. Few available studies have estimated the differences in pensionable earnings as a consequence of the gender pay disparities, particularly in institutions of higher education. One such study conducted in the early 1990s by Pesando and colleagues (1991) looked at gender pay differentials in defined benefit plans.

Canadian Retirement Income System

The Canadian retirement income system consists of three pillars: basic minimum programs, social insurance programs, and private and occupational plans. Given that this system was established on a male-breadwinner model (Marier & Skinner, 2008), the income supports available to women, for most programs under these pillars, are lower relative to those for men. Indeed, Shilton (2013) suggests that women live on only two-thirds of what men typically enjoy at retirement. The deficiencies of the Canadian retirement income system, as Gazso (2005) points out, have led to significant financial insecurity for older women, particularly those without a male partner.

Despite having a multi-pronged retirement income system that provides various sources of income triggered at retirement (normally age 65), many of these pension programs provide less access to or lower benefits for women. Two of the key programs under the basic minimum pillar include Old Age Security (OAS) and the Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS). OAS, adopted in 1952, was founded on a demogrant model, in that it was intended to provide a flat rate amount to all Canadian citizens (with few exceptions, outside strict residency requirements). In 1989, clawbacks were introduced in OAS based on income such that high-income earners see a gradual reduction in their OAS benefit once their income exceeds defined thresholds (i.e., in 2020, $79,054) until the benefit is clawed back in full (i.e., in 2020, $128,149; Government of Canada, 2020a, 2020b). For women professors, a 25-year career in academia would likely result in varying levels of access to OAS, and likely no income support available through the GIS, given that this basic income program is specifically for older adults living with low incomes.
The second pillar of the Canadian retirement income system is built on an insurance model, dubbed the Canada Pension Plan (or Quebec Pension Plan; CPP/QPP). CPP/QPP provides a monthly taxable benefit for individuals who have been employed and contributed a portion of their earnings, matched by their respective employers, into the plan over the duration of their working life. Individuals typically receive their CPP/QPP benefit at age 65, although one can opt to receive a smaller benefit at age 60 or wait to receive a larger one at age 70 (Government of Canada, 2020a, 2020b). Women tend, on average, to have lower CPP/QPP pensionable earnings relative to men given the emergence of various disruptions in their career trajectories (i.e., child rearing, caregiving) (Marier & Skinner, 2008), and the propensity for them to occupy lower-waged jobs (Moyser, 2019; Young, 2011) or work fewer hours, often in part-time, seasonal or contract positions, or self-employment (Harding, 2018).

Public pensions have not kept pace with the rising cost of living, largely due to the indexation of public pension plans being tied to prices, not wages (Baldwin & Shillington, 2017), and the depreciating values of these plans have a more dramatic impact on women. CPP replaces up to 25% of a Canadian worker’s lifetime contributory earnings. A series of amendments passed between 1966 to 1987 extended provisions to allow for interruptions in women’s labour market participation related to care and social reproduction responsibilities. Although some of women’s work patterns are accounted for by sanctioning a limited drop-out provision in which contributors are able to exclude up to 17% of months of low or nil income over their working life, this provision is decidedly insufficient for those providing care for family members over more protracted periods of their lives. Moreover, as women typically make less money in wages than men, they receive considerably less in CPP at retirement (Young, 2011). Not all women receive CPP (96% of men over age 65 received CPP in 2013 relative to 86% of women), according to Shilton (2013), and women’s benefits are lower on average, at roughly 80% of men’s. Earlier estimates suggest that by 2050 women will continue to receive only 80% of the pension received by men (Canada, Parliament, Senate, 2009). For those making upwards of the median household income in Canada (which was $61,400 in 2018; Statistics Canada, 2020a), there remains a cap on CPP contributions (i.e., in 2020, the maximum annual pensionable earnings was $58,700; Government of Canada, 2020b). As such, CPP contributors are limited in how much they can contribute to this pension plan over their working life and are thus encouraged to save for retirement through other retirement savings mechanisms, namely private plans (Young, 2011).

The retirement income system’s third pillar includes employer pension plans and private savings plans. The latter are encouraged through specific programs that reward those able to set aside money for the future through, for example, Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs) and/or Tax-free Savings Accounts (TFSAs). As women earn less employment income than men, their ability to invest in private savings plans is often compromised. Occupational pension plans (such as RRSPs) typically reside in the public sector, as more than 75% of individuals employed in the private sector lack such coverage (Marier, 2010). Although women are just as likely to be found in unionized environments as men (Card et al., 2020), occupational pension plans typically involve earnings contributions by employees, with many employers adding to or even matching these contributions, which advantages those—typically males—with higher wages (Drolet & Morissette, 2014).

As noted, there is a dearth of literature on the gender pension gap across the various pension vehicles in Canada. What we do know is that women, relative to men, tend to be overrepresented for provisions available under pillar one (i.e., particularly the GIS), while they remain under-represented or receive less in benefits under pillar two (i.e., CPP/QPP), and collect fewer gains under pillar three (i.e., in 2013 women’s income was only 66% of that of men’s in employment pensions and RRSPs) (Shilton, 2013). Statistics Canada data show women’s contributions to RRSPs was about 69% of the median annual contribution for men in 2008, which Shilton (2013) argues is “very likely similar” for employment pension plans (p. 111), representing $2,240 and $3,220 respectively. To be clear, the data described above outline women’s average standing relative to men; not all women are disadvantaged in their wage and pensionable earnings. Those in academic fields in which women are under-represented or are in high demand (e.g., science, engineering, mathematics) may be able to command higher salaries, while those in sectors in which women are overrepresented (e.g., health, fine and applied arts, humanities) are typically offered less (Doucet et al., 2008). Women in professions yielding higher incomes are less vulnerable to the deleterious effects of insufficient income and pen-
sion provisions. In the current work, using a case study, we simulate the long-term effects of the gender pay gap across different academic career trajectories leading to quantification of both the cumulative gender pay gap and resulting gender pension gap.

Method

Case Study Context
As our case study, we selected King’s University College (hereafter “King’s”), a small liberal arts college at Western University in southwest Ontario, Canada. King’s is well suited as a case study because it provides a tractable model for calculating the gender wage and pension gap, given the few variables used to determine salary and pension, limited decision points for bias and discrimination to enter salary calculations, and a defined-benefit pension plan. The members of only 12 out of the 31 faculty associations (or 39%) in the Ontario Council of University Faculty Associations (OCUFA) currently have defined-benefit pension plans (OCUFA Collective Bargaining Researcher, personal communication, December 14, 2020).

Doucet et al. (2008) describe the various ways pay anomalies become embedded in academic pay structures, often involving some configuration of the following factors: (a) pay at the point of hire; (b) seniority, based on a pay scale formulation documenting years of experience; (c) promotion through the ranks; (d) merit increases based on judgements of performance; (e) stipends rendered for the uptake of administrative responsibilities; and (f) market supplements offered to either attract or retain faculty (p. 69). Although pay adjustments based on years in rank are generally fixed, the other avenues described allow for considerable discretion, opening the door further to gender disparities. For example, a survey of faculty in tenure-track positions in eight Canadian universities found that racialized and female faculty were less likely to have received promotion to the rank of associate professor and tenure than non-racialized and non-female faculty, and the differences were statistically significant (Wijesingha & Ramos, 2017, p. 61). An Ontario study of 933 promotions from associate to full professor in the 2010–2014 period found “a large gender gap in academic promotions favouring men” (Millar & Barker, 2020, p. 47). Gender inequality in incidence and timing of promotion is reflected in gender inequality in pay over an academic career. An examination of the gender pay gap at a large Canadian research university found that use of market supplements to attract and retain faculty, and implementation of the Canada Research Chairs program—both involving discretion—favour men academics, who were much more likely than women to benefit from these enhancements to their salaries (Doucet et al., 2012).

It should be noted that the salary determinations at other universities (often revisited at multiple time points across an individual’s career), which include additional variables involving judgements of merit, are not captured in our case study. King’s does not provide, at least at present, market supplements to attract or retain faculty, or merit pay in recognition of excellence in professors’ teaching, research contributions, or service work. As a result, only starting salary, years of experience, and promotion influence the salaries of faculty members at King’s, making salary calculations over the course of a career possible (with assumptions about future salary increases).

King’s is home to a total of 99 full-time faculty members instructing 3,296 full-time undergraduate, 443 part-time undergraduate, and 61 graduate students (Universities Canada, 2020). Full-time faculty unionized in 2020 (Bangarth, 2020) and, through collective bargaining, the college has committed to a pay anomaly study with a fixed budget to address corrections. As increases to salary for faculty members are equal at King’s, subject only to differences within ranks, any systemic discrimination that fuels gender wage disparities at the college would be introduced in (1) the determination of starting salary, specifically in the assignment of years of experience at time of hire; and/or (2) differential promotion rates for men and women. The determination of starting salary is to be based on teaching experience and, to a lesser degree, research and professional experience. The contribution of different factors to the years of experience used to determine starting salaries is outlined in the Policy on the Employment Status and Salary Level of New Faculty (King’s University College, n.d.). Once hired, years of service are not negatively impacted by pregnancy, parental, or adoption leaves (King’s University College, 2020), eliminating a possible means of systemic discrimination.

Examining the case of the gender-based salary and pension gap at King’s offers certain comparative advan-
tages. As in other Canadian universities, at King’s there is a gender gap in starting salary, a gender difference in the likelihood of promotion from associate professor to full professor, and a codified set of terms and conditions concerning determination of salary, pension contribution, and progress through the ranks, typically contained in collective agreements or administrative decisions. However, King’s is different from other Canadian universities in that salary increments over a career at King’s are fixed and not based on judgements about merit, administrative contributions, or market supplements—decisions often tainted by gender bias, as noted earlier. From the perspective of methodology and theory, the King’s case can be viewed as a conservative example of the accumulation of advantage for men and disadvantage for women due to systemic gender discrimination over time.

If we use Statistics Canada (2021) data to compare King’s with 19 other Ontario universities in 2019–2020, we find that King’s is close to the median in the distribution of salaries of full-time faculty at the rank of assistant professor: the median for 20 Ontario universities is $111,725, while the median for King’s is $108,400. For the 20 Ontario universities, the median salary for all full-time men faculty was $158,886, while the median for women was $146,862. In comparison, the median for men faculty at King’s was $135,550, and $127,700 for women faculty, respectively. While women faculty at the 20 Ontario universities earned 92.4% of their male colleagues’ median salaries, the comparative figure for King’s was 94.2%. We are not arguing that King’s is representative of the population of Ontario universities. However, the King’s case illustrates the magnitude of the gender gap in lifetime and pension earnings among university faculty starting from a median salary at the assistant professor rank that is close to the median of the 20 Ontario universities. If systemic gender bias in decisions about starting salary and promotion have strong influence on lifetime earnings and pensions, as seen in the King’s case, this suggests an even larger cumulative disadvantage for women in other universities due to potentially biased decision making about salary increments over one’s career based on judgements of merit, market value, and administrative contributions.

**Calculation of Wage and Pension Gap**

The goal of the current work was to quantify the long-term impact of the gender wage gap on both salary and pension using the information, assumptions, controls, and formulae detailed below. Rather than examining individual faculty salaries and trajectories, we simulated the impact of observed gender differences in salary across different plausible career trajectories: Scenario A, where neither the woman nor man is promoted to full professor; Scenario B, where both the woman and man are promoted to full professor; and Scenario C, where the woman remains an associate professor while the man is promoted to full professor. Scenario C reflects that women are considerably less likely to become full professors than men; less than three in 10 full professors in Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2019a), and four in 12 full professors at King’s, are women (compared to 36 out of 64 associate professors and 11 out of 23 assistant professors at King’s). Overall, this methodology allows us to see the impact of differences in starting salaries and promotion rates on the gender wage and pension gap across career trajectories while controlling for individual differences.

We took as our starting point that women faculty at King’s make, on average, 91% of the salary of men (Statistics Canada, 2020b). As noted in the context, given the existing pay structure, a primary source of pay inequity would be the subjective, and potentially biased decision (Wiedman, 2019), determination of years of experience at hiring. Thus, the salary gap was modelled via a difference in the subjective determination of years of experience granted at the time of hire, a difference of 3.5 years, resulting in women starting at 91.3% of the salary of men. This gap is consistent with both the Statistics Canada (2020b) and OCUFA (2016) data.

We made the assumption of a 1% increase to salary and progression through the ranks per year (as per the current terms and conditions; King’s University College, 2020). We imposed the following controls: promotion to associate professor after six years (based on King’s University College, 2020); career length of 30 years, age at retirement of 65 years; and overall life expectancy of 86.1 years (based on the life expectancy of Ontarians at age 65; Statistics Canada, 2020c). Current formulae for annual salary (Equation 1; King’s University College, 2020) and pension calculations (Equation 2; King’s University College, 2017) are outlined below. All calculations
were performed using MATLAB (Version 2020a); the code appears in the Appendix.

\[
\text{Annual salary} = \text{base salary} + (\text{years of experience} \times \text{progression through the ranks}) \tag{1}
\]

Where base salary is the same for all faculty ($89,430), years of experience is negotiated on an individual basis at hiring and increments each year, and progression through the ranks is determined by rank ($2,506 assistant, $2,637 associate, $2,770 full). Promotion to full professor increases years of experience by one.

\[
\text{Annual pension} = (2\% \times \text{final average earnings}) \times \text{years of service} \tag{2}
\]

Where final average earnings = individual's highest average three-year annual salary, modelled as the last three years of employment for the current article.

**Results**

To quantify the long-term impact of the gender wage gap, we calculated the cumulative effect of a gender wage gap in starting salaries of $8,771 (women making 91.3% of the salary of their male colleagues) on both salary and pension across the course of a 30-year career and 21-year retirement by simulating three different career trajectory scenarios. The results of these simulations are shown in Table 1. Given the methodology used of directly calculating the results of different assumptions and scenarios (using Equation 1 and Equation 2), no further statistical analysis is appropriate.

**Scenario A**

In Scenario A, both the woman and man are promoted to associate professor after six years at the assistant professor level and end their careers as associate professors. For faculty who top out at the rank of associate professor, this discrepancy in starting salary of $8,771 would result in a $305,894 difference in salary across a career and a further $147,763 difference in pension, for an overall discrepancy of $453,657. In retirement, this would reflect a $7,003 difference annually in pension income. Thus, 32% of the gender wage and pension gap in this scenario is due to discrepancies in pension.

**Scenario B**

In Scenario B, both the woman and man are promoted to full professor after 12 years at the associate professor level. For faculty who achieve the rank of full professor, this same discrepancy in starting salary would result in a $312,826 difference in salary across a career and a further $155,148 difference in pension, for an overall discrepancy of $467,974. In retirement, this would reflect a $7,353 difference annually in pension income. In this scenario, 33% of the gender wage and pension gap is due to discrepancies in pension. This conservative estimate assumes that women achieve the rank of full professor at the same point as men.

The assumption of 12 years at the rank of associate professor before promotion to full professor was made based on the difference in median age of full-time faculty in Ontario at different ranks (Statistics Canada, 2019b). We took the difference of the median age of full professors and assistant professors ($M = 18$ years) and subtracted the six years at assistant professor (see scenario controls) to arrive at this value (i.e., 12 years) for the length of time at associate level before promotion to full professor. Reducing this value increases the gender pay gap but has no impact on the pension gap in our simulations within the context of this case study.

**Scenario C**

In Scenario C, the woman is promoted to associate professor after six years at the assistant professor level and ends her career as an associate professor (i.e., Scenario A); whereas the man is promoted to full professor after 12 years at the associate professor level (i.e., Scenario B). Modelling this more common situation, where men achieve the rank of full professor while their women colleagues do not, leads to a $401,187 difference in salary across a career and a further $258,601 difference in pension, for an overall discrepancy of $659,788. In retirement, this would reflect a $12,256 difference annually in pension income. Thus, 39% of the gender wage and pension gap in this scenario is due to discrepancies in pension.

**Summary**

Our calculations revealed that the long-term impact of the gender wage and pension gap for women professors
Table 1

Cumulative effects ($) of the gender pay gap in starting salary on both salary and pension across different career-trajectory scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Cumulative Salary</th>
<th>Cumulative Pension</th>
<th>Total (Salary + Pension)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$4,678,985</td>
<td>$4,373,091</td>
<td>$305,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,761,990</td>
<td>$2,614,227</td>
<td>$147,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,761,990</td>
<td>$2,614,227</td>
<td>$147,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7,440,975</td>
<td>$6,987,318</td>
<td>$453,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$477,4278</td>
<td>$4,461,452</td>
<td>$312,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,872,828</td>
<td>$2,717,680</td>
<td>$155,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,872,828</td>
<td>$2,717,680</td>
<td>$155,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7,647,106</td>
<td>$7,179,132</td>
<td>$467,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>$4,774,278</td>
<td>$4,373,091</td>
<td>$401,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,872,828</td>
<td>$2,614,227</td>
<td>$258,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,872,828</td>
<td>$2,614,227</td>
<td>$258,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7,647,106</td>
<td>$6,987,318</td>
<td>$659,788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scenario A = both associate professors; Scenario B = both full professors; Scenario C = man is full professor, woman is associate professor.

at the college is in the vicinity of half a million dollars, with a third of the overall gender gap due to discrepancies in pension. Our case study provides a conservative estimate of the gender wage and pension gap; Statistics Canada indicates that the gender wage gap in Ontario is higher (with women professors earning 90% of men's salaries) (2020b) and the gender wage gap is greater for non-unionized faculty (OCUFA, 2016), which would in turn lead to a larger gender pension gap. These discrepancies in pension have generally not been reported in studies of the gender wage gap. Under a defined-benefit pension plan, like the one in our case study, even though women could potentially accrue more cumulative pension (under certain scenarios) by living longer than men, they have a considerably lower annual income in retirement ($7,003–$12,257 lower in our scenarios), the future value of which diminishes over time.

Discussion

Canada has garnered accolades internationally for its pension system: a system that up until the 1990s reflected a fairly high degree of egalitarianism. Discussions on pension reform in Canada over the last two decades have largely accentuated the role of private pensions and savings in making up individuals’ retirement income. Given the stagnation of public retirement plan incomes, and the decreasing availability of employer-sponsored pension plans, private plans have become the main source of retirement income for many Canadians. The retirement landscape is changing, however, giving rise to questions not only about the sufficiency of public pensions (particularly for those on low incomes), but about the ability of both women and men to contribute to privatized plans amidst ever-rising costs, particularly of housing. Although Canadian pension plans have been, and continue to be, strong vehicles for poverty alleviation (i.e., offering a guaranteed income for those in low-income), the increased emphasis on private plans has exacerbated retirement inequality. This trend particularly disadvantages women in the lowest income quintiles (Curtis & McMullin, 2019).

As a result of their higher-than-average earnings over the course of their careers, women who are full-time faculty members may not be subject to the disadvantage associated with reduced CPP and OAS benefits that women in other employment sectors may be privy to (i.e., some women professors may not receive full OAS benefits if their retirement incomes are high enough to be subject to the OAS clawback). They also are likely to have reached the maximum allowable in CPP pension contributions due to having incomes above the prescribed thresholds; although some may see reduced CPP pension earnings should they have exceeded the drop-out provision (generally associated with more protracted periods taken out of the workforce to care for children or family members). Given that women professors are less apt to benefit from public pension programs vis-à-vis other populations, their private and occupational pension benefits become all the more important to their retirement livelihoods.

On average, women live longer than men (in Canada, 84.1 vs. 79.9 years; Statistics Canada, 2020c) and, as such, they require more money in savings—or signifi-

Table 1

Cumulative effects ($) of the gender pay gap in starting salary on both salary and pension across different career-trajectory scenarios

<table>
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<tr>
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<th>Cumulative Salary</th>
<th>Cumulative Pension</th>
<th>Total (Salary + Pension)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
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<td>$4,678,985</td>
<td>$4,373,091</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>$6,987,318</td>
<td>$453,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>$4,461,452</td>
<td>$312,826</td>
</tr>
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<td>$6,987,318</td>
<td>$659,788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scenario A = both associate professors; Scenario B = both full professors; Scenario C = man is full professor, woman is associate professor.
The gender pay gap in academia has been identified and quantified (CAUT, 2018; OCUFA, 2016). Though previous reports have noted that the long-term effects of the gender gap are no doubt greater (OCUFA, 2016), due to the effect of income on pension, the gender pension gap has not been similarly quantified. Apart from starting salary alone, King’s has few junctures in which systemic discrimination can be introduced into its pay structure, making most other universities that do calculate salary increments for merit or administrative service even more susceptible to overall gender pay inequities. In our simu-
lations of the long-term impact of the gender pay gap, we identified that the gender pension gap is in the range of $150,000 to $250,000 cumulatively ($7,000 to $12,250 annually), constituting an additional 48–64% on top of the gender pay gap. Thus, previous work has substantially underestimated the long-term effects of the existing gender pay gap within, and outside of, academia.
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Appendix

MATLAB Code for Salary and Pension Calculations

%%% Salary and Pension calculations for Man vs. Woman faculty at King's University College
%%% Last Updated: May 9, 2021 by Aaron Cecala

%%% Manuscript Name: "It's Not Just a Pay Gap: Modelling the Gender Wage and
%%% Pension Gap at a Post-Secondary Institution in Canada"

%%% Manuscript Authors: Tracy Smith-Carrier, Marcie Penner, Aaron Cecala,
%%% Carol Agocs

%%% Journal Name: Canadian Journal of Higher Education

%%% Closes all figures, variables and previous text in Command Window
close all
clearvars;
clc;

%%% Initial Salary Numbers based on most recent King's Salary Tables
clearvars;
clcc;

BaseSalary_F = 89430;  % Base Salary for Female Faculty (Note: should be the same as male)
BaseSalary_M = 89430;  % Base Salary for Male Faculty (Note: should be the same as female)
BaseSalary_F_refresh = BaseSalary_F;
BaseSalary_M_refresh = BaseSalary_M;
Initial_Salary_Diff = BaseSalary_M - BaseSalary_F; % Difference between Male and Female Base Salaries
Percent_Female2Male_Base = 100*(BaseSalary_F/BaseSalary_M); % Female base salary as a percentage of male base salary

PTR_Assistant = 2506;  % Amount given for each year of prior experience for Assistant Prof Rank
PTR_Assistant_refresh = PTR_Assistant;
PTR_Associate = 2637;  % Amount given for each year of prior experience for Associate Prof Rank
PTR_Associate_refresh = PTR_Associate;
PTR_Full = 2770;       % Amount given for each year of prior experience for Full Prof Rank
PTR_Full_refresh = PTR_Full;

%%% Rates of Salary Increase and Retirement Savings
r = .01;                 % Multiplier of Base Salary which equals % raise/year on Base Salary and PTR_Associate
RS_Rate_University = .13; % Percentage of base salary that university contributes to Retirement account
RS_Rate_Individual = .09; % Percentage of base salary that individual contributes to Retirement account
Avg_Lifespan_M = 21.1; % Based on average lifespan of Males and Females in Ontario, Canada (STATSCAN 2020)
Avg_Lifespan_F = 21.1; % Based on average lifespan of Males and Females in Ontario, Canada (STATSCAN 2020)

%%% Years of Service Information
Total_Years = 29;                % Assumed Total Years of Service beyond starting year (e.g. 29 +starting year = 30 years total)
% Displays Initial Conditions in MATLAB Command Window
disp('INITIAL CONDITIONS')
disp(' ')
disp('Salary Information: Constants')
disp(['Starting Salary Female: $',num2str(BaseSalary_F)])
disp(['Starting Salary Male: $',num2str(BaseSalary_M)])
disp(['PTR Assistant equals: ', num2str(PTR_Assistant)])
disp(['PTR Associate equals: ', num2str(PTR_Associate)])
disp(['PTR Full equals: ', num2str(PTR_Full)])
disp(['Total Years of Career for both sexes: ',num2str(Total_Years)])
disp(num2str(r*100),'% raise is given to base salary each year')
disp(' ')
disp('Salary Information: Assumptions')
disp(['Number of years experience given to Male at start: ', num2str(Years_Exp_Given_M)])
disp(['Number of years experience given to Female at start: ', num2str(Years_Exp_Given_F)])
disp(['Year both sexes make tenure/promote to Associate PTR: ', num2str(Associate_Professor_Year)])
disp(['Year that Female makes it to full professor: ', num2str(Full_Professor_Year_F)])
disp(['Year that Male makes it to full professor: ', num2str(Full_Professor_Year_M)])
disp(' ')
disp('Pension Information: Assumptions')
disp(['Total number of years of retirement Male: ', num2str(Avg_Lifespan_M)])
disp(['Total number of years of retirement Female: ', num2str(Avg_Lifespan_F)])

%% Calculation Loop
% Initialize Values
BaseSalary_F_PlotArray =[];                 % female base salary
BaseSalary_M_PlotArray =[];                 % male base salary
Salary_F_PlotArray =[];                     % female salary
Salary_M_PlotArray =[];                     % male salary
Female_Yearly_Loss_PlotArray =[];           % female losses as a function of year
Retirement_Savings_F_PlotArray =[];         % female Retirement savings as a function of year
Retirement_Savings_M_PlotArray =[];         % male Retirement savings as a function of year
Percent_Female2Male_Salary_PlotArray = [];  % female to male ratios

if length(Full_Professor_Year_M) == length(Full_Professor_Year_F)
    for Years_Male_Given_To_Base = 1:length(Years_Exp_Given_M)
        for scenarios = 1:length(Full_Professor_Year_M)
            % initializes variables for this loop
            Retirement_Savings_F = 0;
            Retirement_Savings_M = 0;
            Female_Yearly_Loss =[];

            % Your code here
        end
    end
end
Female_Yearly_Salary =[];
Male_Yearly_Salary = [];
Percent_Female2Male_Salary =[];

for i = 1:Total_Years
    % Generates salary for male and female as long as under
    % first year of tenure ("Associate_Professor_Year")
    if i < Associate_Professor_Year
        Salary_M = BaseSalary_M + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_M(Years_Male_Given_To_Base)) * PTR_Assistant);
        Salary_F = BaseSalary_F + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_F) * PTR_Assistant);
        Salary_F_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_F; % female base salary
        Salary_M_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_M; % male base salary
    end
    % Generates salary for male as long as equal to or over
    % first year of tenure ("Associate_Professor_Year") and less than first
    % year of full professor
    if i >= Associate_Professor_Year && i < Full_Professor_Year_M(scenarios)
        Salary_M = BaseSalary_M + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_M(Years_Male_Given_To_Base)) * PTR_Associate);
        Salary_M_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_M; % male base salary
    end
    % Generates salary for female as long as equal to or over
    % first year of tenure ("Associate_Professor_Year") and less than first
    % year of full professor
    if i >= Associate_Professor_Year && i < Full_Professor_Year_F(scenarios)
        Salary_F = BaseSalary_F + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_F+1) * PTR_Associate); % Note the "+1" is the incentive given to all who make FP
        Salary_F_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_F; % female base salary
    end
    % Generates salary for male as long as equal to or over
    % first year of full professor
    if i >= Full_Professor_Year_M(scenarios)
        Salary_M = BaseSalary_M + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_M(Years_Male_Given_To_Base)+1) * PTR_Full); % Note the "+1" is the incentive given to all who make FP
        Salary_M_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_M; % female base salary
    end
    % Generates salary for female as long as equal to or over
    % first year of full professor
    if i >= Full_Professor_Year_F(scenarios)
        Salary_F = BaseSalary_F + ((i+Years_Exp_Given_F+1) * PTR_Full); % Note the "+1" is the incentive given to all who make FP
        Salary_F_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Salary_F; % female base salary
    end
    % Stores data in an array for later calculations
Male_Yearly_Salary(i) = round(Salary_M);
Female_Yearly_Salary(i) = round(Salary_F);
Female_Yearly_Loss(i) = Salary_M - Salary_F;
Female_Yearly_Loss_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Female_Yearly_Loss(i); % Plots female losses as a function of year
Percent_Female2Male_Salary(i) = 100*(Salary_F/Salary_M);
Percent_Female2Male_Salary_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Percent_Female2Male_Salary(i);

% Retirement contributions for male and female. DATA NOT USED BELOW
Retirement_Savings_F = Retirement_Savings_F+(Salary_F*RS_Rate_Individual)+(Salary_F*RS_Rate_University);
Retirement_Savings_M = Retirement_Savings_M+(Salary_M*RS_Rate_Individual)+(Salary_M*RS_Rate_University);

Retirement_Savings_F_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Retirement_Savings_F; % Plots female Retirement savings as a function of year
Retirement_Savings_M_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = Retirement_Savings_M; % Plots male Retirement savings as a function of year

% Incremental Raise to BaseSalaries and PTRs at the END of each year
BaseSalary_F = BaseSalary_F*(1+r); % Increments Female Base Salary by r% each iteration of the loop (i.e. each year)
BaseSalary_M = BaseSalary_M*(1+r); % Increments Male Base Salary by r% each iteration of the loop (i.e. each year)

PTR_Associate = PTR_Associate*(1+r); % Increments PTR_Associate by r% each iteration of the loop (i.e. each year)
PTR_Assistant = PTR_Associate*0.95; % 95% of PTR_Associate
PTR_Full = PTR_Associate*1.05; % 105% of PTR_Full

BaseSalary_F_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = BaseSalary_F; % female base salary
BaseSalary_M_PlotArray(scenarios,i) = BaseSalary_M; % male base salary

end

%% Numerical Calculations Using a Number of the items generated from the if/end loop above.
Male_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime = sum(Male_Yearly_Salary);
Female_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime = sum(Female_Yearly_Salary);
FemaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale_temp = round(Retirement_Savings_F);
MaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale_temp = round(Retirement_Savings_M);
RetirementDiff_Career_PercentMale_temp = round(Retirement_Savings_M - Retirement_Savings_F);
SalaryDiff_Career_PercentMale_temp = round(Salary_M - Salary_F);

FemaleTotal_Yearly_Salarly_Losses_PercentMale_temp = round(sum(Female_Yearly_Loss(1,:)));
Total_Female_Dollar_Loss_Over_Career_PercentMale_temp = round(RetirementDiff_Career_PercentMale_temp+sum(Female_Yearly_Loss(1,:)));

Last_3_Avg_Salary_M_temp = round(mean([Male_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years-2) Male_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years-1) Male_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years)]));
Last_3_Avg_Salary_F_temp = round(mean([Female_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years-2) Female_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years-1) Female_Yearly_Salary(Total_Years)]));
Difference_Last_3_Avg_Salary_temp = Last_3_Avg_Salary_M_temp - Last_3_Avg_Salary_F_temp;

Male_Pension_Per_Year_temp = round((0.02*Last_3_Avg_Salary_M_temp)*Total_Years);
Male_Stuff = (0.02*Last_3_Avg_Salary_M_temp); % this is the first part of the annuity calc which is to find the "maximum".
% Given that we do not know what the CRA max will be in 30 years we cannot use this.

Female_Pension_Per_Year_temp = round((0.02*Last_3_Avg_Salary_F_temp)*Total_Years);
Female_Stuff = (0.02*Last_3_Avg_Salary_F_temp); % this is the first part of the annuity calc which is to find the "maximum".
% Given that we do not know what the CRA max will be in 30 years we cannot use this.

Total_Male_Pension_temp = round(Male_Pension_Per_Year_temp*Avg_Lifespan_M);
Total_Female_Pension_temp = round(Female_Pension_Per_Year_temp*Avg_Lifespan_F);
Difference_Total_Pension_temp = Total_Male_Pension_temp - Total_Female_Pension_temp;
Total_Losses_Combined_temp = Difference_Total_Pension_temp + FemaleTotal_Yearly_Salarly_Losses_Percent-Male_temp;

% Converts Numerical Calculations to Strings for text year display
FemaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale = num2str(FemaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale_temp);
MaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale = num2str(MaleTotal_Retirement_PercentMale_temp);
RetirementDiff_Career_PercentMale = num2str(RetirementDiff_Career_PercentMale_temp);
SalaryDiff_Career_PercentMale = num2str(SalaryDiff_Career_PercentMale_temp);
FemaleTotal_Yearly_Salarly_Losses_PercentMale = num2str(FemaleTotal_Yearly_Salarly_Losses_PercentMale_temp);
Total_Female_Dollar_Loss_Over_Career_PercentMale = num2str(Total_Female_Dollar_Loss_Over_Career_PercentMale_temp);
Last_3_Avg_Salary_F = num2str(Last_3_Avg_Salary_F_temp);
Last_3_Avg_Salary_M = num2str(Last_3_Avg_Salary_M_temp);
Difference_Last_3_Avg_Salary = num2str(Difference_Last_3_Avg_Salary_temp);
Male_Pension_Per_Year = num2str(Male_Pension_Per_Year_temp);
Female_Pension_Per_Year = num2str(Female_Pension_Per_Year_temp);
Total_Male_Pension = num2str(Total_Male_Pension_temp);
Total_Female_Pension = num2str(Total_Female_Pension_temp);
Total_Pension_Difference = num2str(Difference_Total_Pension_temp);
Total_Losses_Combined = num2str(Total_Losses_Combined_temp);
FemaletoMale_Percent_Salary_Year_1 = num2str(Percent_Female2Male_Salary(1));
FemaletoMale_Percent_Salary_Year_Last = num2str(Percent_Female2Male_Salary(end));
Male_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime_str= num2str(Male_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime);
Female_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime_str = num2str(Female_Total_Salary_Earned_LifeTime);

%% Displays Initial Conditions in the MATLAB Command Window
disp('   ')
disp('   ')
if scenarios == 1
    disp('SCENARIO A: MAN AND WOMAN ARE PROMOTED FROM ASSISTANT TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AT THE SAME TIME AND STAY AT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RANK')
end
elseif scenarios == 2
    disp('SCENARIO B: MAN AND WOMAN ARE PROMOTED FROM ASSISTANT TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND FULL PROFESSOR AT THE SAME TIME')
elseif scenarios == 3
    disp('SCENARIO C: MAN AND WOMAN ARE PROMOTED FROM ASSISTANT TO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AT THE SAME TIME, BUT ONLY MAN PROMOTED TO PROFESSOR RANK')
else
    disp('NEW SCENARIO, MUST GIVE DESCRIPTION')
end

BaseSalary_M = BaseSalary_M_refresh;
BaseSalary_F = BaseSalary_F_refresh;
Salary_M = [];
Salary_F = [];
PTR_Assistant = PTR_Assistant_refresh;
PTR_Associate = PTR_Associate_refresh;
PTR_Full = PTR_Full_refresh;
else
    disp('length(Full_Professor_Year_M) is not equal to length(Full_Professor_Year_M)')
end